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“I could not stop using the glasses. The impression is truly 
amazing. You are completely diving into this world.” 
Roland Hasse, Head of Syngtegon Academy, after the first 
use of the VR application.



Virtual Reality Training
The Syntegon Academy offers the entire training portfolio for operators and maintenance 
personnel of Syntegon packaging machines worldwide. Usually these trainings are 
carried out by a trainer at the customer’s site, including both theoretical and practical 
training. Des pite many advantages, this classic method also has some disadvan tages: 
travel expenses, machine availability for practical training and certain invisible processes 
are difficult to visualize in live training. With the advent of Industry 4.0, new possibilities 
for training in a virtual environment arose and companies must prepare themselves, 
especi ally for the challenge of “learning on demand”. Syntegon therefore developed VR 
training courses for different types of machinery.

Application and Key Benefits
The user can carry out the specific maintenance steps in a virtual en vironment using VR 
glasses and controllers. Additional help for the individual operation steps is displayed, 
as selecting the right tools is an important aspect. Besides broadening opportunities, 
using VR trai ning applications also appeals to many young trainees, who are familiar 
with the experience of immersion (“being in the virtual world” ). Taking lessons in a futuristic 
environment can both improve the learning ex perience and increase learning motivation. 

Customer Value
 ʨ No machine downtime ʨ Worldwide availability ʨ Group training on a common 

communication platform ʨ Flexible time and location training ʨ Multiple training revisions possible ʨ Online success tracking
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Virtual Reality Training
The Syntegon Academy offers the entire training portfolio for operators and maintenance 
personnel of Syntegon packaging machines worldwide. Usually these trainings are 
carried out by a trainer at the customer’s site, including both theoretical and practical 
training. Des pite many advantages, this classic method also has some disadvan tages: 
travel expenses, machine availability for practical training and certain invisible processes 
are difficult to visualize in live training. With the advent of Industry 4.0, new possibilities 
for training in a virtual environment arose and companies must prepare themselves, 
especi ally for the challenge of “learning on demand”. Syntegon therefore developed VR 
training courses for different types of machinery.

Application and Key Benefits
The user can carry out the specific maintenance steps in a virtual en vironment using VR 
glasses and controllers. Additional help for the individual operation steps is displayed, 
as selecting the right tools is an important aspect. Besides broadening opportunities, 
using VR trai ning applications also appeals to many young trainees, who are familiar 
with the experience of immersion (“being in the virtual world” ). Taking lessons in a futuristic 
environment can both improve the learning ex perience and increase learning motivation. 

Customer Value 
 ʨ No machine downtime ʨ Worldwide availability ʨ Group training on a common  

communication platform ʨ Flexible time and location training ʨ Multiple training revisions possible ʨ Online success tracking
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